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Abstract  III 
Abstract Safety has become one of the most important fields to develop for the vehicle industry. Both in the automotive industry and others, new features for traditional vehicles are being developed to increase the safety and comfort of passengers, such as autonomous driving. In the case of the motorcycle in-dustry, autonomous driving is further away from implementation, so this sector is developing other ways to increase the safety of its vehicles. At the Technische Universität Darmstadt, a test motorcycle is setup to better understand how motor-cycle riders behave in different situations. The system is based on different sensors and cameras to capture the status of both the motorcycle and the rider in each of these situations. One of the objectives of this project is to develop a tool that fits the TU Darmstadt project to esti-mate the position of the rider through fish-eye cameras located on the back and front of the motor-cycle. For this purpose, different methods of object detection through image processing have been evaluated, taking into account the potential of each and the final objective of this tool. The results of these different tests have resulted in a system composed of small markers that, incorporated on the jacket of the rider, allow to extract the position of each one of the locations. For this, a tool based on three stages has been developed. The first is to extract the parameters of the camera to be able to analyse the images afterwards. The second consists of compensating the distor-tion caused by the fisheye cameras, using the parameters extracted in the first stage. In the last stage, the tool allows to analyse the position and orientation of the markers in the image and con-verting it into the position it occupies in the motorcycle coordinates. This tool has been tested with different tests to analyse its accuracy. Analysing the results, it is de-termined that this tool is a valid approach to satisfy the purposes of the project of the Technische Univertität Darmstadt. The precision, although variant in each of the tests, is sufficiently high to sat-isfy its objective in the ranges in which the tool has been configured. Finally the tool is tested under the conditions for which it was designed, and the possible aspects to be improved are detailed for its subsequent implementation.  
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Introduction  1 
1. Introduction  1.1 Motivation Safety has become a main target to develop in the automotive companies. Some technologies, for example autonomous driving, need to have a strong security system, otherwise it could be dangerous for the passengers. There are several technologies in car safety, but the most dangerous road vehicle are with no doubt motorbikes. ARAS are more difficult to develop on motorbikes, mainly due to the changing position of the center of weight of the motorbike and the rider as well. However, the mobility of this kind of vehicles and the lack of space in the cities will make this technology a field to investigate. In another hand the safety of the rider is always a field to improve, consequently it should exist a tool to improve the safety of the rider. One possibility could be generating a database of the movements of motorbike riders against the different situations on the road. Extracting the pose data of the rider gives information about how riders react to different situations, and training an algorithm with these cases, a predictive pose estimator can be developed. This tech-nology could help improving the safety of motorbikes. Overall, an easy to use tool for pose estimation is crucial to understand the behaviors of motorcyclists in different situations that may appear on the road.  Cameras offer a rich source of visual information, which can be processed in real-time thanks to the recent advances in computing hardware. In modern autos, already multiple cameras are used for ad-vanced rider assistant system such as lane detection, traffic light detection, and recognition of the movements of the other vehicles on the roads. Applying tools based on image recognition may help the motorcycle industry to develop useful tools for the riders.  Tracking the position of the rider is a part of a more ambitious project at Technische Universität Darmstadt. There a research motorcycle is setup that collects several data about the state of the mo-torbike and its rider  Figure 1: Measurement system Hofmann, Marius (2018)  
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The measurement system shown in the figure 1, is composed of different sensors, a tracking suit, a GPS and a front camera mounted on the motorbike Honda CBR 650 F. The goal of the project is to understand the parameters of the motorbike in front of the different scenarios on the road. Some of these parameters relate the position of the motorcycle parts, such as the lean angle, the steering angle, the pitch of the spring and some inertial measurements. Others, describe the speed of the motorcycle, for example the wheel speed or the engine speed. The camera records in front of the motorcycle, to recognize what the rider is facing. A tracking suit was used to track the position of the rider, but due to the high dynamics in a motorcycle, the results were not accurate enough. Developing a tool for this project will make the measurement system complete, allowing to relate all the different sorts of data.   1.2 Goal The goal of this master’s thesis is to create a tool to track the movement of the rider on a motorcycle integrated into the Honda CBR 650 F of the Technische Universität Darmstadt for further usage. The aim of this project is to provide an easy to set up tool written in Python to analyze those motor-cyclist views and to extract the movements of the rider in motorcycle coordinates.  Another of the objectives is due to the first goal. To develop a tool of these characteristics, first a satisfactory research of the different technologies, which can be used in this project, must be done. Once developed the tool, testing the accuracy of the tool will be of great importance to demonstrate its usefulness. Another goal of this project is also to provide the basis for a further development of these types of technologies.  1.3 Thesis structure This thesis is structured as follows: After the current introduction, the essentials of image processing technologies, camera models, coordinate systems, camera calibration, and software developing meth-ods will be explained. Afterwards, chapter three will illustrate which of the technologies are finally used and will cover the implementation process made for this thesis in order to calibrate the camera, undistorting the video recordings and tracking the pose of the rider. Afterwards, the results will be evaluated, and eventually, in the last chapter the achieved results and possible optimizations will be discussed.    
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2. State of art  Several types of technologies are nowadays available to satisfy the purpose of this project. Hence, in this chapter some of the found technologies to perform this project are explained. Due to the reduced space on a motorbike, the aim to perform an algorithm which is easy to implement and due to the available tools for this project, the technologies will be based on image processing.  In this chapter are reviewed the main and most used technologies applicable for the task. The basic knowledge for the further progressions of this thesis is provided in this chapter, starting with a review about pose tracking technologies, and the basics of camera calibrations. An overview of the most used software development methods completes this chapter. 2.1 Haar Cascade Classifier Haar Cascade classifier consist of a machine learning based algorithm to detect objects, persons, parts of the body, and anything that can be distinguished in an image. The algorithm can be trained with any figure that can be recognised. Several types of object detections are developed based on this algorithm, such as those developed by Wilson1, Soo2, Lienhart3 and Viola4. The cascade classifier consist of a list of stages, where each stage consist of a list of weak learners. The system detects objects in question by moving features over the image. In each stage of the clas-sifier labels, the specific region is defined by the current location of the window as either positive or negative. Positive means that the specified object was detected in the current region, and negative means the opposite. If the labelling yields a negative result, then the classification of the specific region is complete and the location of the classifier is moved to the next location. On the other hand, if the classifier yields a positive result, the specified region moves to the next step of the classification. The classifier gives a final verdict of positive or negative when all the stages are completed, resulting as the specified object either was or was not found in the image. Until the final stage of the classifi-cation, it cannot determine if the object is or is not in the image, due to the possibility of a false positive or a false negative in the detection. False positive means that the labelling process falsely determines, that the object is located in the image. A false positive occurs when the process is unable to detect the object in the image and the region was not correctly classified. In order to prevent both false positives and false negatives, each stage of the classifier must have a low false negative rate. If the image is classified as negative, the branch stops. This process is shown in the figure 2. However, each stage can allow a relatively high false positive rate. If the algorithm detects the region as a false positive, it still have the opportunity to correct this mistake in the next stages of the classifier.                                                  1 Wilson, P. I.; Dr. John Fernandez: Facial feature detection using Haar classifiers (2006). 2 Soo, S.: Object detection using Haar-cascade Classifier (2015). 3 Lienhart, R.; Maydt, J.: An extended set of Haar-like features for rapid object detection (2002). 4 Viola, P.; Jones, M.: Rapid object detection using a boosted cascade of simple features (2001). 
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 Figure 2: Stages of cascade classifier  The core of the Haar classifier object detection is the Haar-like features. These features, rather than using the intensity values of each pixel, use the change in the contrast values between consequent groups of pixels. These values are used to determine light or dark areas between adjacent groups. These features shown in the figure 3, can be scaled to detect more accurately the region where the object remains or to detect different sizes of the object.  Figure 3: Common Haar-like features  These rectangular features of the image are calculated using an intermediate representation of the image, called integral image. Integral image consist in an array, which contains the sums of the pixels intensity values located to the left of the pixel and directly above the pixel location. The rotated fea-tures require another intermediate representation called rotated integral image or rotated sum auxil-iary image. Calculating a feature is extremely efficient and fast. However, calculating all the 180000 features contained within a 24x24 sub-image is not practical. Fortunately, only a tiny fraction of those are necessary to determine if a sub-image potentially contains or does not contain the desired object. The goal is to eliminate a substantial amount of sub-images that do not contain the defined object. Fur-thermore, boosting methods can be used to make the process more efficient and fast, such as: Discrete Adaboost, Real Adaboost, Gentle Adaboost or Logiboost. Adaboost algorithms basically gives a value to each part of the image. If the sub-region is correctly predicted it increases its value, otherwise it decreases it. It repeat these steps until all the regions are properly predicted.  
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The algorithm is trained with libraries of positives and negatives images. Positives means that contain the defined object, and negatives means the opposite. There are several pre-trained open-source mod-els that make the detection process much easier to apply or develop for a specific purpose. These models can also contain thousands of positives and negatives with the specific object or figure to be detected.  Pre trained classifiers are available free of charge and each of them are performed to detect different objects. The fact of having available libraries make Haar classifier easy to use, but using already trained models means that the efficiency of the algorithm must be tested. If the accuracy of the detec-tion is not high enough, there is always the option of training it again.  The aim of this project is detecting several parts of the rider body. Using this method, the position of the different parts in the body must be changed into real word coordinates. This could be possible extracting the parameters of the camera and extrapolating the coordinates in the image into 3D coor-dinates. However, there are different methods to detect 3D coordinates which have more fiducial points to make the detection more accurate. Haar Cascade algorithm performs very good detecting objects, it is fast, easy to use and precise. Nevertheless, to detect 3D coordinates it is not a precise method, there can be a lots of imprecisions due to the different positions and rotations of the body parts of the rider that could make the algorithm estimate wrongly the coordinates of the targets.  With all these reasons, it was decided not to use this algorithm to detect the selected body parts of the rider. However, some of the methodology used in this algorithm was useful to develop the software of the final detection tool. 2.2 Tensorflow pose estimation Tensorflow is an open source software library for numerical computation using data flow graph pro-gramming across a wide range of tasks. It is used as a math library and for different machine learning applications, for example neural networks and pose estimation. The graph nodes represent mathemat-ical operations, while the graph edges represent the multidimensional data arrays, also called tensors, which flow between them. This type of flexible architecture allows Tensorflow to deploy computation in one or more CPUs or GPUs, on a server, a mobile phone, and other devices without rewriting the code. Tensorflow provides functionalities for C++, Python, and other programming languages. This software was developed by the Google Brain team for their own purposes but released as an open-source in 2015 under the Apache 2.0 open source license. Due to the new open source philosophy of Tensorflow, several studies about how to understand the software and how to develop it can be easily found. Some developed software based on Tensorflow 
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are also published as an upgrade of the software itself, such as those developed by Martinez5, Abadi6, Andriluka7and Insafutdinov8.  The Tensorflow pose estimation works as a convolutional neural network9, a class of deep, feed-forward artificial networks. The pose estimation consist of a sequence of convolutional networks that repeatedly produce 2D belief maps for the location of each part. At each stage, image features and beliefs maps produced by the previous stages are used as an input.  The belief map provides the next stages about spatial uncertainty for each part, allowing the software to learn spatial models of the relationships between parts and create a library including all the feedback obtained in the previous stages.  Pre-trained networks allow the user to use this software for a specific application without the need of creating a library, or simply training it again to change the purpose of the software. For example, as a pose estimation library, MPII data set consist of more than 25000 images, which contain 40000 annotated persons. This library was designed for 2D pose estimation and contain more than 410 ac-tivities. The architecture of convolutional pose machines, basically, consist of a sequence of multi-class predictors, which are trained to detect the position of each part in each level of the hierarchy. In each stage, the classifiers ( ) predict beliefs for assigning a location to each part , based on features extracted from the image at the location and contextual information from the preceding classifier in the neighbourhood in each stage.  Figure 4: Architecture of convolutional pose machines and receptive fields.                                                  5 Martinez, J. et al.: A simple yet effective baseline for 3d human pose estimation (2017). 6 Abadi, M. et al.: TensorFlow: Large-Scale Machine Learning on Heterogeneous Distributed Systems (3/14/2016). 7 Insafutdinov, E. et al.: ArtTrack: Articulated Multi-person Tracking in the Wild (2016). 8 Insafutdinov, E. et al.: DeeperCut: A Deeper, Stronger, and Faster Multi-Person Pose Estimation Model (2016). 9 Wei, S.-E. et al.: Convolutional Pose Machines (1/30/2016). 
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In the figure 4, the pose machine is shown in insets (a) and (b) and the corresponding convolutional network is shown in the insets (c) and (d), which operate with the preceding. The insets (a) and (b) only operate on image evidence in the first stage. The insets (b) and (c) show the architecture from the subsequent stages, from stage 2 to T, which operate with both image evidences and belief maps from preceding stages. The network is also supervised after each stage with loss layers, which prevent vanishing gradients during the algorithm training. Below the architecture model, it is shown the fur-ther is the algorithm trained, wider is its range to detect, in this case the knee.  Because of Tensorflow pose estimation is an open source code, there are several types of architectures working on, depending only on who built and for which purpose. However, in addition to the input and output layers, usually there in a convolutional there are also the named hidden layers. Typically, the hidden layers consist of: convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully connected layers and normal-ization layers. Hidden layers are combined to extract the information from the image and generalize for future treatments or recognitions.  2.2.1 Convolutional layers The convolutional layers are those which apply filters known as convolutional kernels to the images, extracting features. The features are basically representations of the original input and are used by the following layers as an input. Convolutional layers are shown in the figure 4, and are the core of any convolutional neural network. Kernel is based on the idea how the human brain works. The human brain processes the images into fragments called receptive fields. Kernel does the equal, defines a region and only considers this area for the calculation, it is a local or neighbourhood method. The kernel slides through the image, with a specified stride. If the kernel is an edge detector, the output image would be an image of edges, where the edges were the detected feature. Image kernel considers a weight for every single part depending on its learnings. Different kernels are applied to the image at the same time, generating new images called feature maps. The weights in the kernel are trained in the training phase, and define the future feature trans-formation for each of the future maps.  2.2.2 Pooling layers Polling is a form of non-linear down sampling. Pooling reduce computational costs and increase the locally independence of features found.  There are several non-linear functions to apply the pooling, among “max pooling” is the most common. Max pooling divides the input image into a set of non-overlapping rectangles and, for each sub-region, outputs the maximum of the region. The pooling layers are used to progressively reduce the spatial size of the image, to reduce the number of param-eters and consequently the amount of computation in the network. As shown in the figure 4, it is common to periodically insert pooling layers between the convolutional layers.  
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Due to the aggressive size reduction of the representation, the trend is towards using smaller filters or discarding the pooling layers altogether. Pooling layers are a main point in convolutional neural networks, reducing the computation amount 2.2.3 Fully connected layers  After several convolutional and pooling layers, the reasoning in the convolutional neural networks is made by fully connected layers. It works as a convolutional layer with a 1x1 kernel. The fully con-nected layer gathers the features from the previous layers and regresses and classifies based on the most abstract features. Usually there are several of these layers connected in succession to make the classifier more complex and complete. The fully connected layer performs connecting each neuron from one layer to every other neuron in the next layer. All the connection between neurons can be trained, hence this layer is usually the responsible for the most of free parameters and afterwards the training duration. 2.2.4 Loss layers The loss layer, as shown in the figure 4, determines how the training penalizes the deviation between the predicted results and the true labels. Normally this layer is located at the end, as the final layer. Different loss functions are usually applied to perform different tasks. 2.3 ArUco markers There are several types of OS libraries for detecting fiducial markers in images, such as ArUco mark-ers, ArUco boards, CharUco markers, and diamond marker. However, due to the space requirements of this project, the marker that fit it best is the ArUco. Notwithstanding its size, it gives enough accu-racy for the purpose itself with a compact format that will help placing it in the different spots it will be used.   Figure 5: Artificial landmarks   
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Owing to it is an open source, there is a lot of information about these technologies. Latest researches are focused on how to improve the quality of the detection in different light, distance or filtering conditions, such as research projects from Garrido10 , Garrido-Jurado11, Muñoz12 and Agnus13. There are different types of markers, each of every type belongs to a dictionary. These squared mark-ers are composed by a wide black border and an inner region that encodes a binary pattern. This pattern is unique and identifies marker with an id. The black border facilitates its fast detection in the image and the binary codification allows its identification and the application of error detection and correction technique. The different dictionaries basically are differentiated for the number of bits that compose the inner matrix in the marker. The more bits, the more words in the dictionary, and the smaller the chance of confusion. However, more beats need more resolution for the correct detection of the marker. In this project it is used the 6x6_250 dictionary. This means that the size of the markers is 6x6 bits, and the total number of markers in this one is 250 markers. The markers can be used as 3D landmarks for camera pose estimation, however, in this project will be used as a points of reference to detect the position of the markers. The following image shows the coordinate system employed in the library used.   Figure 6: Marker coordinate system 2.3.1 Marker detection Each marker is a vector of 4 points that represent the corners of the marker, a unique id, its size in meters, and the translation and rotation that relates the centre of the marker and the camera location. The detection process of ArUco markers can be defined for the following steps: 1. Apply an adaptive Thresholding so as to obtain the marker borders. The adaptive Threshold method consist in classifying and changing each pixel into either black or white. After using                                                  10 Garrido-Jurado, S. et al.: Automatic generation and detection of highly reliable fiducial markers under occlusion (2014). 11 Garrido-Jurado, S. et al.: Generation of fiducial marker dictionaries using Mixed Integer Linear Programming (2016). 12 Muñoz-Salinas, R. et al.: Mapping and localization from planar markers (2018). 13 Agnus, V. et al.: Illumination Independent and Accurate Marker Tracking Using Cross-Ratio Invariance (2015). 
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this filter, we obtain a processed image with a high contrast between the light and dark areas. This method makes the detection more efficient. In the basic Thresholding method, the user sets the ranges out to consider one pixel black or white. In the adaptive, the function analyse small parts of the image and sets the ranges out for those regions according on the light con-ditions of each ones. Thereby, the limits are decided according to the needs of each region to have more chances to detect the marker properly. 2. Find contours. With specific functions the contours can be detected. A problem that may occur is that the function detects not only the real markers. Hence, the rest of the process aims to filter those unwanted borders. 3. Remove borders with small amounts of points that probably could be not markers. 4. Polygonal approximation of contour and keep the concave contours with exactly 4 corners. 5. Sort corners in anti-clockwise direction. 6. Remove too close rectangles. This step is required because the adaptive threshold normally detects the internal and external part of the borders of the marker. Hence the most external border is kept. 7. Marker identification: a. Remove the projection perspective so as to obtain a frontal view of the rectangle area using a homography, a simple method to extract a frontal view of the region. b. Threshold the area using Otsu. Otsu's algorithms assumes a bimodal distribution and finds the threshold that maximizes the extra-class variance while keeping a low intra-class variance. c. Identification of the internal code. If it is a marker, then it has an internal code. In this case, the marker is divided in a 6x6 grid, of which the internal 5x5 cells contains id information. The rest correspond to the external black border. Here, first the external black border presence is checked. Afterwards, the 5x5 cells are read in all the possible orientations to check if it is a valid marker id.  d. For the valid markers, using subpixel interpolation, the corners are refined. 2.3.2 Pose estimation There are different paths to estimate the pose of a marker. Some of are based only on finding the borders, others come from the ArUco module. Hence, they need the pattern of the marker to detect it.  Once the markers are detected, their corners and their identifiers, it is possible to obtain the camera pose from the marker. In this project this process will be used to detect the position of the marker from the camera, not vice versa. To perform the marker pose estimation it is first needed to know the calibration parameters of the camera. Those include the camera matrix and the distortion coefficients, both together determine the relation between the natural units of the camera. The camera matrix represents the intrinsic parame-ters, this means a matrix of 3x3 elements with the focal distances and the camera centre coordinates. 
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The distortion coordinates define itself with at least five element vector which models the distortion produced by the camera. Once the camera parameters are known, the markers position can be detected. The camera pose re-spect to a marker is the 3D transformation from the marker coordinate system to the camera coordi-nate system. It is specified by a rotation and a translation vector. However, this project is interested in finding the position of the marker from the camera. Hence, it will require an axis transformation. Initially the markers axis are defined as in the following picture. The marker coordinate system is assumed and placed in the center of the marker with the Z axis pointing out of it. There are some functions in the ArUco module that represent the axis in the pictures. With the shown axis, the pose estimation can be checked out in the real images.   Figure 7: Representation of the axis on a detected ArUco marker  2.4 Camera calibration All these methods explained before, need indeed a camera calibration. Otherwise the pose estimation cannot be properly done. There are different methods to find the camera calibration parameters, such as using a chessboard pattern, with some marker-boards, and some others. Some of these methods are explained and developed by Zhang14, Hartley15.  2.4.1 Coordinate system Working with multiple cameras involves multiple coordinate systems. The axis need to be transformed to each other, or into a new reference coordinate system. Some of the used coordinate systems are used by the pinhole camera model [2.4.2] . The three-dimensional camera coordinate frame and the image frame referencing to pixel coordinates. As shown in the next images, the camera coordinate system viewpoint with the z-axis pointing away from the camera in the direction of the view is the origin of the camera system. Captured images from the sensors of the camera use the image coordinate frame. Its center is at the top left of the position of the image and references to pixel coordinates.                                                  14 Zhang, Z.: A flexible new technique for camera calibration (2000). 15 Hartley, R. I.: Theory and Practice of Projective Rectification (1999). 
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 Figure 8: Coordinate systems 16  As shown in the image, the world coordinates are represented by , , , the camera coordinates by , , , and the image coordinates by , . Hence, the axes have been defined in this project to make it as easy as possible to evaluate the results. The coordinate system then is configured ac-cording to the next figure 9. As shown, the y axis is inverted to make it more understandable.  Figure 9: Coordinate system in the motorbike  Coordinate representation of n-dimensional space, representing lines in + -dimensional space by adding one as a constant to the vector can be defined as homogeneous coordinates.   →   (2-1)                                                  16 Mallick, S.: Head Pose Estimation using OpenCV (2016). 
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The combination of rotations and translations are defined as T → . Usually, for transformation from n-dimensional coordinate system A to d-dimensional coordinate system B, these annotations can be used, and they define a transformation matrix, which consist of a rotation matrix R and a translation vector ⃗ used to transform homogeneous coordinates. The translation vector represents the position of the camera, and the rotation matrix describes the yaw, pitch and roll angles movements17.   T → = (  R  ⃗) = ) (2-2) 2.4.2 Pinhole camera model A simple model to describe the image properties of cameras is the pinhole camera model. This model is explained in detail in the works of Kühling18, Muñoz19,Mallon20 and Zhang21. In this model, light is envisioned as entering from the scene or distant object, but only a single ray enters from a particular point, which is projected onto an imaging surface.  A single parameter of the camera, the focus length, gives the size of the image relative to the distant object. The distance from the pinhole aperture to the screen in this idealized model is precisely the focus length , , .    Figure 10: Pinhole camera model                                                   17 Ang, M.; Tourassis, V.: Singularities of Euler and Roll-Pitch-Yaw Representations (1987). 18 Kühling, C.: Masterarbeit am Institut für Informatik, Fisheye Camera System Calibration for Automotive Applications (2017). 19 Muñoz-Salinas, R. et al.: Mapping and localization from planar markers (2018). 20 Mallon, J.; Whelan, P. F.: Precise radial un-distortion of images (2004). 21 Zhang, Z.: A flexible new technique for camera calibration (2000). 
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The picture 10 illustrates the basic structure of the pinhole camera model. It shows a 3D-Point , represented in the camera coordinate system with origin in  and the axes ,  and . This point is transformed onto the image sensor plane by a projective transformation. The origin  and the scaling factors  and  determine the projection of the point on the sensor plane. The variable  represents the optical axis of the camera.  ′ =  (2-3)  ′ =   (2-4)  In order to transform points from the real word to camera coordinate system the function (2-2) is used. If the relationship between the point from the real word and its image projection is analysed, it determines the following equation (2-5).    𝐾 = ·  = ( )  = ( 

 ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) 
 )  (2-5) 

  The K matrix represents the camera matrix, it is also called intrinsic camera matrix and contain the intrinsic camera parameters. These are needed to determine the pixel coordinates of the projection point (u, v) and s represent a scalar scaling factor. In addition to the intrinsic parameters, the already mentioned rotation matrix R and translation vector  ⃗⃗⃗ . Both together represent the extrinsic parameters of the camera, and represent the orientation and the position of the camera in the world coordinate system. These parameters are explained in detail in the next sections (2.4.3), (2.4.4). 2.4.3 Intrinsic camera calibration The aim of the project is to incorporate the cameras in some parts of the motorcycle. Due to the short distances between the rider and the cameras, wide-angle cameras or fisheye lenses will be used to capture all the possible movements of the rider. Basically, the advantage of using wide-angle cameras is the larger field of view, but also there are the disadvantages of distortion. This last phenomenon makes straight lines appear as curves lines instead, and impacts on the resolution of the image. Intrinsic parameters are specific to a camera and are included in the K matrix, also known as intrinsic camera matrix. It includes information such as focal lengths ( , ), optical centers ( , ) and the skew  betwenn the sensor and the principal point .All combined in the camera matrix determine the intersection of the camera Z-axis with the viewing plane. It depends on the camera only, once calculated, it can be stored for future purposes if the lens are not changed. The skew  is usually 
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negligible in current cameras, for that reason it will be assumed to be zero. Usually the focal lengths are simplified as = =  due to the assumption of square pixels. This means that in most of the cases focal length is suitable.   𝐾ca = [ ] (2-6)  In the figure 11 two common types of radial distortion are displayed: the barrel distortion and the pincushion distortion. Radial distortion occurs when light rays bend more near the edges of lens than they do at its optical centre, the smaller the lens, the greater the distortion. These types are the most occurring distortions besides slight tangential distortion.  Figure 11: Two types of radial distortion   Hence new camera models that are able to handle this distortion are required. These models use pa-rameters to describe distortions. The process to estimate the set of intrinsic parameters in a camera model is called intrinsic camera calibration. Following, it will be discussed three different options to achieve the intrinsic camera parameters and inspired by the projects of Söderroos22 and Hofmann23 2.4.3.1 MATLAB Mei calibration toolbox  Mei developed a toolbox in MATLAB to provide the camera extrinsic, intrinsic and distortion pa-rameters. This toolbox is capable of calibrating and evaluating the parameters from different types of cameras, such as parabolic, catadioptric and parabolic.  This toolbox has peculiarity, it is based on a specific projection model, Mei projection model24. This model is an extension of Barreto25. This method project the world points onto unit sphere before boing projected on the normalized plane. This capability allow the centre of the projection to be shifted on                                                  22 Söderroos, A.: Fisheye Camera Calibration and Image Stitching for Automotive Applications (2015). 23 Hofmann, P.: Master's thesis, Object Detection and Tracking with Side Cameras and RADAR in an Automotive Context (2013). 24 MeiProjectionModel. (2018). 25 Barreto, J. P.; Araujo, H.: Issues on the geometry of central catadioptric image formation (2001). 
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the new plane. In the figure 12 it is shown an illustration describing the Mei projection method, and this model can be briefly explained by the following steps: 1. Project a world point Y in the camera coordinates onto the sphere  , , = || ||  (2-7)  2. Change the rest of the points to a new reference frame centred in 𝑝 = , , 𝜉 . Where  is the distance between focal points and  is the cord through a focus parallel to the conic section directrix.   , , = , , + 𝜉 (2-8)  𝜉 = √ +  (2-9) 3. Project the points on to normalised plane. In the previous step, the centre has been shifted to ensure that the  coordinate is never zero. Thus, previous step makes the method work smoothly in every case.  𝑀 = ( , , ) (2-10) 4. Include the radial distortion to the points. 𝑖 are the radial distortion parameters, and D is the distortion function. In the distortion function, 𝑖 are the distortion parameters; 𝑖 = , . . ,  and = √ + .  𝑀 = 𝑀 + 𝑀 , 𝑖  (2-11)  = + + + + 8 +  (2-12) 5. Project the points on the image plane using the intrinsic camera matrix K, introduced in the beginning of this chapter (1.7.3).  = (   )  (2-13) 
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  Figure 12: Mei projection model26  To use this toolbox is first needed to collect images of a chessboard calibration pattern. This pattern has to be shown in different angles to the camera. The user selects three non-radial points at least, it means not placed on the radii from the image centre, which belong to a line in an image, where the focal length is estimated from. The user also has to select four grid corners to initialize the extrinsic grid parameters. Afterwards, the pattern is projected again on the images and some global minimiza-tion can be done while calibrating the intrinsic camera parameters. A disadvantage of this toolbox could be the need of the user to select the corners in every image, it means that this method does not work automatically. Another disadvantage could be relocating a displaced corner, the toolbox don not allow the user doing it. Whereas selecting the pictures to acquire the camera parameters, the faulty images which work poorly with the corner detection should be removed manually from the calibration dataset.  Finally, a great inconvenience is the requirement of a Matlab charged license to use this tool. Due to all of this obstacles, Mei calibration toolbox is discarded for this project. 2.4.3.2 Scaramuzza OcamCalibToolbox Davide Scaramuzza27 28 developed another toolbox for MATLAB named OCamCalib. The used method is also based on his previous work. This toolbox allows the user to calibrate any omnidirec-tional cameras, it means any panoramic camera and including fisheye lenses as well. With a chess-board calibration pattern, the intrinsic and the distortion parameters can be obtained.                                                   26 Söderroos, A.: Fisheye Camera Calibration and Image Stitching for Automotive Applications (2015). 27 Rufli, M. et al.: Automatic detection of checkerboards on blurred and distorted images (2008). 28 Scaramuzza, D. et al.: A Toolbox for Easily Calibrating Omnidirectional Cameras (2006). 
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This toolbox has some similarities with the Mei’s toolbox, for example both use a chessboard pattern to acquire the camera. In this method, the user also has to select the images to extract the parameters from. However, there is no need for the user to select the corners in each picture, the software does it automatically. Moreover, if the automatic detection of the corners is faulty, the corners position can be changed manually.  A great disadvantage of this toolbox is, that coordinate system is defined differently regarding not using the standard right-handed coordinate system, hence while working with this toolbox it has to be taken into account when evaluating the results.     The simple pinhole camera model, even considering distortions, is not able to model fields of wide angle larger than 180º and problems may occur with much smaller angles. This is the reason why Scaramuzza developed a new camera model which allows higher wide angles, such as mirror lens, wide angle and fisheye lenses.   Distortion can be easily recognised in these types of cameras, in fisheye and wide angle lenses the central part has a higher zoom than the edges, and in the further areas from the centre straight lines become bent, such as the figure 14 shows.  Figure 14: Omnidirectional camera model29                                                   29 Scaramuzza, D. et al.: A Toolbox for Easily Calibrating Omnidirectional Cameras (2006). 
Figure 13: Pictures captured with a catadioptric (left) and a fisheye camera (right) 
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This model compute a vector , , 𝑇from the single viewpoint to a spherical picture pointing in the direction of the incoming light ray for each pixel position , 𝑇. To represent every camera coordi-nate point on a specific ray using spherical projection properties the following expression is used: Where s represents a scalar number, and g(p) and p:  = +  + + +. . +  (2-14)  = √ +  (2-15) To projec from the camera coordinates onto an image, the polynomic ecuation (2-14) needs to be solved to find u and v. This method was not efficient enough, hence Scaramuzza depeloped an inverse Taylor polynomial. The radial positioning on the image plane based on the angle α of a light ray to the z axis is described by it.   = +  + + +. . +  (2-16)  = √ +  (2-17)  = arctan   (2-18)  =  (2-19)  =  (2-20)  However, leaving aside all these improvements, OcamCalib toolbox is also needs a MATLAB charged license, and there is no completely automatic chance to calibrate the camera with this toolbox, OcamCalib toolbox is also discarded for this project.  2.4.3.3 OpenCV camera calibration OpenCV30 stands for Open Source Computer Vision Library. It is a widely used open source library for machine learning and computer vision, and free charged license for both academic and commer-cial use. This library has C++, Python and Java and supports all of the most used operating systems. It is focused on real-time applications and was designed for computational efficiency. 
Specifically, the camera calibration library is based on Brown’s31 distortion model .The coordinates ′  and ′ coordinates in the ideal pinhole camera coordinates are represented as  ′′ and ′′taking into account the distortion parameters. These distortion parameters are named , ,                                                  30 Bradski, G. R.; Kaehler, A.: Learning OpenCV (2011). 31 Szeliski, R.: Computer vision (2011). 
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and the tangential distortion coefficients  and . In case of strong distortions, those parameters are not enough and another additional distortion parameters ,  and  must be applied.  = ′ + ′  (2-21)  ′′ = ′ + + + + ′ ′ + ( + ′  (2-22)  ′′ = ′ + + + + ( + ′ + ′ ′ (2-23)  = · ′′ +  (2-24)  = · ′′ +  (2-25) If the distortion in is very high, the first term of the first two equations (2-21) and (2-22) are divided by + + + . The following picture shows the effect to removing distortion. Points are elliptically displaced according to their distance to the center.   Figure 15: Distortion model32  OpenCv33 has developed this method to work with wide angle and fisheye lenses. For a point P in 3D coordinates, X in the world coordinate system. The rotation matrix corresponding to the rotation vec-tor  ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ : 𝑅 = 𝑅 𝑖 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 34.Then ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  is the coordinate vector of the point P in the reference frame.  ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = 𝑅 + 𝑇 (2-26)                                                  32 Muñoz-Salinas, R.: Camera Model. 33 OpenCV: Fisheye camera model. 34 Cheng, H.; Gupta, K. C.: An Historical Note on Finite Rotations (1989). 
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P is a 3D point, hence it has three coordinates: = ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , = ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ,  = ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ . The projection of the P point in the pinhole projection coordinates is  𝑇 where = /   , = /  , = +  and 𝜃 =arctan . The fisheye distortion can be describe as:  𝜃 = 𝜃 − 𝜃 +  𝜃 + 𝜃 + 𝜃 8  (2-27) Once solved, the distorted point coordinates ′ ′ 𝑇can be found.   ′ = (𝜃 )  (2-28)  ′ = (𝜃 )  (2-29) To finally find the position into pixel coordinates    𝑇that will depend on the optical centres , :  = ′+∝ ′ +  (2-30)  = +  (2-31) To acquire the distortion parameters, OpenCV needs a particular method. A known pattern has to be printed, it is not a problem if the pattern is printed in a regular paper. Then it has to be attached to a rigid surface to make it reasonably planar. There are several types of patterns, hence the properties of the patter must be known. Some important information about the pattern is: the size of the squares or circles, the number of squares or circles, and the distances between them.  Figure 16: Calibration pattern. Circles (left), chessboard (Right)   Several images of the pattern in different orientations must be taken to find out the distortion param-eters. Usually, the camera is fixed while moving the pattern one around. A specific feature detection algorithm is applied to the images to find the chessboard.   Once the parameters are known, the image can be rectified. A disadvantage of the fisheye cameras is the loss of the outer parts. When the image is rectified, it compensate the distortion curving the image. Thus, the rectified image is not a square and some parts are empty. Therefore the outer part is usually discarded, leaving a full inner rectified rectangle. However, this rectified rectangle is wider than a picture taken by a normal camera. 
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 Figure 17: Fisheye camera image rectification35  The image can be cropped as much as wanted depending on the needs of the user. It is not mandatory to eliminate all the empty parts, but usually if some functions are applied to the video after the und-distortion process it may cause some errors.  OpenCV camera calibration is robust, work with multiple calibration patterns and runs completely automatically. Hence is a good method for camera calibration process 2.4.4 Extrinsic camera calibration As in the intrinsic calibration, the process of acquiring the extrinsic parameters is called extrinsic camera calibration. The extrinsic parameters of a camera consist on the already used rotation matrix R and the translation vector  ⃗⃗⃗ . The rotation matric describes the orientation of the camera relative to the world coordinate system. The translation vector describes the position of the camera. The extrinsic parameters consist of six degree of freedom, three coordinates X, Y and Z and three angles , , . The most known names from these angles come from the established aviation nomenclature: yaw, pitch and roll.  Figure 18: Roll, pitch and yaw                                                   35 opencv/opencv. 
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 Rotations can be found using these equations:  Roll Rotation around x axis → 𝑅 = ( cos −sinsin cos )  (2-32)    Pitch Rotation around y axis → 𝑅 = ( cos sin−sin cos )  (2-33)   Yaw Rotation around z axis → 𝑅 = (cos −sinsin cos ) (2-34) In result:  𝑅 = 𝑅 𝑅 𝑅  (2-35) The fact of working with multiple cameras needs certain considerations. If the position relative to each other change, the extrinsic parameters need to be recalibrated. Fortunately, in this project, the relative position between the cameras will be defined and kept thanks to brackets fixed to the motor-cycle. However, the extrinsic parameters must be estimated in relation to the same coordinate system or transform the results to the same coordinates.  In this project, due to the different methods that have been explained previously, the extrinsic param-eters will be found only while calibrating the camera. With some of the already explained methods, the rotations and the position relative to the camera can be easily found. Hence further than under-standing the concept of the extrinsic parameters it is not necessary to find the extrinsic parameters in every different situation. 2.5 Project model For each project it has to be followed a specific and different process in each case. The aim of this project, is basically developing a tool as a software to detect the motion of a motorbike rider. Hence, a model based on software developing is followed in every possible step.  There are several based on software development models, such as Balaji36, Mathur37 and, Nabil38                                                   36 Balaji, S.; Murugaiyan, M.S.: WATEERFALLVs V-MODEL Vs AGILE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON SDLC (2014). 37 Mathur, S.; Malik, S.: Advancements in the V-Model (2010). 38 Nabil Mohammed, A. M.; Govardhan, A.: Comparison Between Five Models Of Software Engineering (2010). 
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Two considered models for this project are Waterfall model and V-model. The second represents an upgrade of the first one. The main difference comes at the testing phase. Meanwhile in the Waterfall model all the phases are consecutives and depend only on the previous one, the V-model demonstrates the relationship between each phase of the development life cycle and its associated phase of testing. 2.5.1 Waterfall model The Waterfall model is relatively a linear sequential approach for some branches of software design. This model is one of the oldest models and is used in many major of the companies. It tends to be not very flexible and not either iterative, because of the progress flows in one single direction. The steps follow a downwards sequence through the stages of: initiation, analysis, design, construction, testing, deployment and maintenance.  The waterfall development model was first originated in the manufacturing and construction indus-tries, where the physical environments made the design changes prohibitively expensive much sooner in the development process. Although there are several variants of the waterfall model, the following figure shows the basic scheme that the waterfall model follows.   Figure 19: Waterfall model  The following steps shown in the figure 19 detail the steps for using the waterfall model:  1. Requirements: Establishes the components for building the system and the expectations for the software functionality. Includes all the necessary hardware, tools, and other components for the project. For the software functionality, it has to be defined which interactions are needed with other applications, databases, or any other source.  2. Architectural design: Determines the software framework to know the specific requirements. The design determines the major of the components and the interaction between those com-ponents. Besides, in this stage the defined components from the requirements stage are exam-ined and specifies how each component is implemented. 3. Implementation: Basically consist of implement the detailed design into the required environ-ment. 4. Verification: In this stage the implementation meets the requirements. Some tests are devel-oped to find errors in the implementation.  5. Maintenance: Addresses the errors that may occur and enhancement requests after the soft-ware releases. 
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 The Waterfall model fits with the project that is to be developed, but other options are also valued. Some of the stages of this model cannot be considered in this project, such as maintenance stage. The tool that is to be developed is not expected to be released, due to it no enhancement requests are contemplated. Instead of it, the tool will be tested and evolved based in the error that may affect the results after the testing stage.   Although the waterfall model has some weaknesses, it emphasizes in important stages of project de-velopment. Hence, even if this model is not applied, all of these stages must be considered.   Advantages:  - The requirements are clear before the development starts. - Every stage is completed in a specific period of time. - It is an easy model to understand and to implement. - The resources to implement this model are minimal. - The knowledge while using this model is widely known.  Disadvantages: - Is not flexible. - Due to it is one of the oldest models, is idealized and does not match the reality well. - Does not match with the iterative reality of development. - Difficult and expensive to make changes. Once in on stage, correcting errors from early stages costs rework and time.  - The problems with one phase are never solved completely in that phase, due to it some problems occur when the first stage is already signed and sometimes not possible to change.   Despite the pros and cons of this model, having a general idea about the stages to follow helps while developing a software tool, even if the model is not followed in each of the stages of the model. 2.5.2 V-Model The V-Model is one of the most representative model for traditional software testing management. It is considered as an extension of the waterfall model and it was first proposed by Pau Rook39. The purpose of this variant is to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the developed software. This model reflects the relation between each phase of the development lifecycle and its associated phase of testing. Instead of moving down, such as the Waterfall model does, the process steps are bent upwards after the coding phase, to perform the V shape. The V-Model deploys a well-structured method, in which each phase can be implemented by the documentation of the previous stage. Testing starts at the beginning of the project, well before coding. This method saves a high amount of time in front of the waterfall model, before the development is started, a test system plan is created. This test plan focuses on meeting the functionality specified in the requirements gathering.                                                  39 Rook, P.: Controlling software projects (1986). 
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  Figure 20: V-Model structure  The stages are very similar to the Waterfall Model, but in this case, software testing is too important to leave to the end of the project. Hence, V-Model incorporates testing into the entire software devel-opment life cycle. An integration plan is created in order to test the parts of the software system ability to work together. The model illustrates how each subsequent phase should verify and validate the work done in the previous phase, and how work done during development is used to guide the each of the testing phases. The process shown in the figure 20, proceeds down and then up, from left to right depicting the basic stages of development and testing activities. This model highlights the existence of different levels of testing and represents how each relates to a different development phase. In the right of the diagram the tests plans developed earlier are put to use. The interconnectivity makes easier to detect important errors and omissions to prevent the process to be harm as soon as possible. As in the Waterfall Model, this model has some weaknesses and some strengths: Advantages:  - It is simply to use and easy to understand. - Each phase has specific deliverables to the next  - Every stage is completed in a specific period of time. - Higher chance to success than in the Waterfall model because of the earlier development of the test plans. - Requirements can be changed in every phase.  - The tester role will be involved in the requirement phase itself. - Works well in small group projects where the requirements are quickly understood. - The knowledge while using this model is widely known. Disadvantages: - Too rigid for some cases.  - Due to rigidity, any change becomes difficult and expensive, all the documentation for each step must be updated 
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- The model does not provides any path for found problems during the testing part.  - It is not recommended for short term projects, due to reviews take time at each stage.  Due to this thesis is not a product project, those both models are taken into account despite none of them can be totally followed. Hence, in this project the stages are followed as far as possible without developing some of these stages. For example, since the beginning, the tests to evaluate the tool are planned for every stage following the V-Model. Due to the size of this project, every small error in the requirements is simply to fix. But considering how the tests are implemented from the very be-ginning can make this project take into account some important details. Hence, the V-Model is the chosen to follow in this project as far as possible. Specifically, the followed stages in this project are system requirements, software requirements, detailed design, code and debugging, unit test, compo-nent test and software integration.     
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3. Methodology  In this chapter the methodology of this project is explained. All the technologies previously explained are taken into account to build the final tool. It is detailed in the first points which technologies are used, how each of those contributes and the reasons why it was chosen. An explanation of how the tool works is also detailed, emphasizing in specific requirements of each stage. To apply some of the chosen technologies the motorbike needs some structural changes, these changes and the reasons for them are also detailed in this chapter. Due to the selected V-Model, in each part of this chapter the necessary tests are taken into account. Hence, each part of the tool is developed to fit in the entire set and able to be tested or changed in any point during the data acquisition. The developed tests to analyze the results of implementing this tool are illustrated in the final part of this chapter.   A general overview of how the tool works is also explained in this chapter, detailing how the user may use the tool and which specifications may change in every case. 3.1 Selected technology  In this section are specified the selected technologies as a summary to make clear which ones are used in this project.  V-Model: The different stages of this model contribute to have clear the order of the different steps in this project. The reason why this model is chosen and not the traditional Waterfall model is the tests planning. Although most of the stages are the same, the tests planning at the beginning of the process was able to save time and took into account the tests while developing the tool and making the tests more profitable. ArUco markers and library:  These markers represent a simple and reliable method to track the pose of the rider. With only adding this marker to the rider suit, any user can estimate the pose with no deep knowledge about image processing.  The only limitation in this case is the focus width of the camera, but it is the same for the other considered technologies. Both Haar cascade classifier and Tensorflow are possible technologies to accomplish the purpose of this project, but due to the high amount of data needed to train the algorithms and the time to do it, are discarded. OpenCV library:  These library provides the needed functions to perform the camera calibration without the need of a payment program. Furthermore this library is constituted of different functions that can help to de-velop the tool and to set different options up for the user and may help performing the tests. Some of the functions provided by this library allow the tool to: calibrate the camera, undistort the images, detect the markers, track the markers, get the results in a proper data file, and many other functions.   
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Python:  This programming language is chosen to use the OpenCV library. Another coding languages could be choses, but most of the information in the OpenCV sources are published in python and is a simply programming language to work with without being specialized in code programming. There is also the option to translate the coding language into some others which can use OpenCV, but this part depends on the user and is not contemplated in this project.  3.2 System requirements  Some of the needs from the initial project have changed. Due to the new selected technologies, some parts must be implemented in the motorbike, and some others need to be built to perform the tests. Cameras: In this project two different cameras are used, the Kodad Pixpro SP360 4k and the Sony Fdr-X3000. One is placed in the front of the motorbike and the other in the rear part. Both cameras are able to record in 4K resolution. In this project, the higher resolution of the camera the higher chances to detect the markers, due to the resolution in each frame. Both cameras are fisheye cameras, hence in the calibration stage it is needed a special treatment to eliminate the type of distortion that the fisheye cameras apply to the images. However, this type of distortion does not represent a disadvantage for this purpose. Although the image is cropped to avoid the distortion, due to the wide focus on this type of cameras, using a fisheye camera represents an advantage for the marker recognition.  Figure 21: The two fisheye camera models: Kodak Pixpro (left) and Sony Fdr-X3000 (right)  Both cameras are designed to withstand harsh conditions, both have protective cases in case of impact and stabilizers to record the recordings properly. Fixings: The used cameras need a specific fixings. Due to the required position in the motorbike, two anchor points are enabled in the rear and in the front part of the motorbike. In the front part, due to the reduced spaces, the front windshield was cut to place the fixing of the camera, and a small structure was built to fix the front camera.  
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 Figure 22: Front camera fixing  In the rear part there is more space, hence a more robust system was built. An aluminum profile was used to build a small structure to hold the camera. This small structure needs to be able to move along the Z axis to regulate the distance to the rider in case that its height does not allow the camera to record it properly. For the same reason the camera needs to rotate to focus the important parts of the motorcyclist.   Figure 23: Rear camera fixing  Printed markers: The markers were printed and plasticized to be more resistant to bending against the strong winds to which they will face on the road. A high resistant Velcro will be glued on the marker and in the rider jacket to fix the markers in the areas of interest for the pose estimation. The markers are 10x10 cm squares and belong to the ArUco dictionary 6x6_250. The size of the markers may help the cameras to detect it, depending on how far is one from each other.  
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Test system:  A main test was developed in this project. It consist of evaluating the real position of the marker and the estimated position calculated by the tool. Hence, a small structure was built to evaluate the results. It consist of a small aluminum frames to hold and keep stable the marker while recording them. It also needs to allow the movements in all the directions and all the rotations that the tool is able to detect.  Figure 24: Test system  As shown in the figure, the structure allows both translation and rotation movements. Hence all the motions and limits of the software detection can be evaluated. Computer: To develop the code and to apply them once developed a computer is indeed needed. In this project, it is tried not to need a great computation power to make any user able to use it. In this case an i5 2,3GHz processor is used with 4 GB RAM memory available. Hence it was demonstrated that a normal processor can run this tool.  Chessboard: In order calibrate the cameras, to extract the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, a chessboard pattern is used in this project. This patter need to be printed and glued into a plane surface to perform cali-bration. Once glued into a plane surface, either the camera or the patter need to be moved into differ-ent positions in front of the other to make the camera understand the distortion from all the possible perspectives. In this a project a 49,5 x 77 cm chessboard patter is used. Every white or black square of the pattern has a size of 5,5 x 5,5 cm, hence the pattern is composed 9 x 14 squares. Notice that 
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either in the horizontal and vertical, the patter has a white square in the corner. This cannot be detected with any function, due to it, the detected pattern is 8 x 13 squares.   Figure 25: Example of a printed chessboard pattern 3.3 Software requirements As explained before, the tool needs several software requirements to work properly. Due to the se-lected technologies, in this project, the following software are used in on or more stages. 

 Python: This software is explained in previous chapter, it is used to write the code, to execute the algorithm and to treat the data extracted from the tool. 
 OpenCV: These libraries are used to build the tool. The functions from these libraries are applied in several stages in the code of this project, either to analyze the data or to plot the results.  3.4 Detailed design  In this chapter the different parts of the code are explained. The code is divided according to the different processes that shape the tool: calibration of the camera, removal of the existing distortion in the recorded video, detecting the markers in the already undistorted video, tracking the markers throughout the video and extracting results from the recorded data. Not all the functions in the code are explained, but it is given a general idea of how the code works and which are the parameters that the tool needs in every case.  
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 Figure 26: Proposed architecture of the tool 3.4.1 Calibration As explained in several occasions, the camera calibration is needed to extract the camera parameters, which are used later to track the markers. The process of the camera calibration is described in the following diagram:   Figure 27: Calibration process   The first step to do, is recording a video of the chessboard pattern while moving it to a variety of positions in the field of view of the camera. Once is recorded, it has to be given to the program the specifications of the pattern to recognize it, such as: size of the squares, number of rows and columns, crop on the undistorted image, image resolution and number of images taken to perform the calibra-tion. The user also has to write the location of the chessboard file and the location where the output will be written. The calibration process is based in the relation between the camera sight and the reality, which is represented by the parameters that are introduced in the code as inputs.  • Chessboard pattern detectionCalibration Video • Pattern size

• Crop
• No. of imagesInput parameters • Extraction of images from several positionsVideo loop • Corner points pattern

• Image checkCheckboard
• Undistorted images  checkUndistortion • Camera parameters fileParameters extraction
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Table 1: Calibration parameters  Units Description Size of the square cm  Width and height  of each square Number of squares -  Number of squares in the horizontal and the vertical. Must be an integer Image resolution Pixels Dimensions of the image. It is not mandatory to give this parameter, but makes the code faster. No. of images for the Calibration - Number of images that the user needs to select to perform the calibration. It is rec-ommended 20 as minimum. Must be an integer Crop 0 to 1 Value of the crop to apply to the undistorted image. A value of 0 will crop out all the black pixels and a value of 1 will leave all the pixels  Then the code takes the important information of the input video, such as: width, height, frames per second, number of frames, and some other properties. Usually these parameters are known, so the code works faster if the parameters are introduced manually. However, if the code takes all the needed information directly from the input video there cannot appear mistakes.  The program enters in a loop where the video is played and the user is able to see the video. In this point the user needs to select, with a simple command, the images required for the calibration. The user must select images of several different positions, distances and orientations of the pattern. All the selected images are stored in a specified folder to see with which images the calibration was performed for future uses. Once the total number of images are selected, the code extracts the parameters from the selected images. The code initializes a loop through each image, turns it into a greyscale to detect better the borders, and detects the corners between all the squares. If the number of corner points matches with the correct number of corners, the true points and the measured points are stored. If the number of corners does not match, the image is discarded directly. In this loop, the non-discarded images are displayed with a specific pattern relating all the found points, called checkboard. The user needs to press a simple command to continue with the next images if all the points are properly found. This step is useful for the user to check if the program has detected wrong some points, if this happens the process can be stopped. Also, if the user considers the rest of images enough for the calibration, can skip the wrong picture and continue with the process.  Figure 28: Checkboard pattern 
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When all the images are checked, the code takes all the object points and the image points and calcu-lates the distortion coefficients and the camera matrix. For different types of cameras, such as fisheye cameras, some function change, hence the user needs to know which camera is using and which functions are required. Once the code has these parameters, the images are undistorted applying these parameters to show the user if the extracted parameters work well or does not work properly. Some of these steps are not mandatory, for example showing to the user the checkboard or the un-distorted images makes the program slower. However, this part of the tool is critical to have the correct parameters to estimate the pose of the markers, hence spending more time making sure that the obtained parameters are correct is a good method to avoid future errors.  Showing the images while the calibration process is executing comes from the V-model. While de-veloping the requirements and functionalities of the calibration process, some tests were thought to be able to check if the results are correct or not, and concluded including this checking tests during the calibration. Finally, the camera parameters are stored in a file for the next stages. Having these parameters in a file allows to call the data whenever it is required, and if it is the case, the parameters can be modified or the format can changed.  In this project there are two different cameras, and the tests are made with different configurations of the cameras, hence as many camera calibrations as different cameras and configurations have to be done changing the parameters according to each configuration. The camera matrices and the distortion coefficients for each configuration of each camera are the followings: 

 Pixpro in 4k mode:  𝐾 i k = [ , ,, , ] (3-1)  𝑖 . Pi K = [− ,   ,   ,  − ,   − , ] (3-2) 
 Pixpro in MP4 mode:  𝐾Pi K = [ , ,, , ] (3-3)  𝑖 . Pi MP = [− ,   ,   ,   ,   − , ] (3-4) 
 Sony in 4k mode:  𝐾S k = [ , ,, , ] (3-5) 
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 𝑖 . S K = [− ,   ,   ,  − ,   − , ] (3-6) 

 Sony in MP4 mode:  𝐾S MP = [ , ,, , ] (3-7)  𝑖 . S MP = [− ,   ,   ,  − ,  − , ] (3-8) 3.4.2 Undistortion After extracting the camera parameters, the tool is able to undistort any video recorded with the same camera. Nowadays the same camera can take a video in many different formats. Hence the user needs to make sure to use in every record, the same camera parameters, otherwise both the undistortion and the tracking programs will not obtain the correct results.  This stage of the tool takes the input videos and undistort them frame by frame. This process is shown in the following figure.  Figure 29: Undistortion process scheme  First of all, the code reads the input parameters. The user must write the location of the video to undistort, the location of the camera calibration parameters, where to write the undistorted file and the crop. The crop, as explained before, represents which percentage of the empty parts of the image are cropped. This parameter influences to a large degree on the final result and it is recommended to try more than one time to check which value works better for each case. The different results may vary due to the distance from where the video was recorded.  At the same time, the code reads the different characteristics of the video, for example the size, the resolution, frames per second, the total number of frames, and some other properties. This parameters can be written by the user, and the program will work faster. But as in the calibration stage, is defined as automatically read by the program. The goal of this project is to build an easy tool for the user, • Load the camera calibration parametersCamera parameters • Crop
• Size of the images Input parameters • Separate the video in framesFrame by frame • Undistort frame by frameUndistort

• Add the frame after the previous onesSave frame • Check the undisortd resultVideo check
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therefore this parameters are automatically taken from the program to avoid mistakes from the user. It does not matter which type of video the user uses, the program will take the parameters properly. Coming up next, the program starts with a loop where frame by frame, the video is undistorted. With the camera calibration parameters, the code is able to undistort each frame of the video. To be able to do it, the program need to split the video frame by frame. What the loop does is to separate the video in frames, then it takes the first one, undistorts it, saves it to the undistorted video and repeats the same process with the following frames until the video has no more frames.  After the first frames are undistorted, the program shows the undistorted video to the user. The goal of playing the video consist of letting the user know if the final result is properly undistorted. With this step, is enough to stop the process before it ends if the results are not correct, saving time for the user and for the tool.  Figure 30: Example of a distorted image (left) and undistorted (right)  In the figure 30 can be appreciated the differences in the same image once undistorted. The most visual effect on the image, thanks to the crop function in the code, is the lack of a circular frame. The curved lines in the distorted image, once undistorted, appear as straight lines. Before detecting the markers, all the videos must be undistorted, otherwise the straight lines of the markers may appear as curved lines, degenerating in some errors while detecting the markers. 3.4.3 Detection and tracking After all the previous stages are successfully completed, the video file is ready for the detection and tracking stages. This section is a critical point for this project. The main objective of this work is to detect markers, because of this reason this stage has to be meticulously done.  The ArUco library contains functions to estimate the position of the markers and build the ArUco marker detection algorithm. This algorithm may vary in each case, due to the different external con-ditions, the axes that the user considers or the number of markers to be detected. Some variations are based on applying different filters before the detection, to change the format of the image to make the markers easier to detect by the detection functions. In this project some filters are considered to make 
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the detection process more efficient. However, the filters are not always necessaries, hence this tool will allow the user to apply or not the applied filters depending on the conditions of the recording.   Figure 31: Pose estimation algorithm scheme  The figure 31 shows generally the performance of the de pose tracking algorithm. However, a more detailed diagram is attached in the annexes chapter.  The first step the algorithm does is collecting the data from all the needed parameters. Some of the inputs are: the undistorted video, the size of the video, the camera parameters, the size of the markers, the used dictionaries of the markers, the total duration of the video, and some other inputs. The camera parameters and the undistorted video are uploaded directly from the saved file. As in previous stages, the rest of the data can be either written manually or extracted by the program from the video file. As said before, it is considered not to introducing manually the parameters an advantage to not make mistakes. The program also need the size of the marker to detect only those markers with the required specifications. According to the type of marker, it is used a specific dictionary. If the dictionary or the size of the marker are not properly introduced in the code, the tool cannot detect the markers properly, it generates mistakes and probably the rest of the data cannot be considered correct.  After introducing all the required parameters, the program loop applies the ArUco detection algorithm the each single frame of the video. The detection algorithm needs to be applied to a single frame, hence the video is separated into single frames and the loop is applied form the first frame until the last one in the same order than the video.  To insure the correct order of the results, when the loop starts, a timer starts to measure the time of the video, to attach to each frame the specific time in the video. With this, the tool insure the coordi-nation between the results and the specific time in the reality. 
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 Figure 32: ArUco detection algorithm  As shown in the previous figure, the process of detecting the markers starts applying an adaptive threshold filter. After converting the each frame into greyscale, this filter converts each pixel into black or white depending on its pixel value. In the simple threshold, if the pixel value is greater than one specific threshold value the filter converts it into black, else it converts it into white. In this simplification the user defines the threshold value, but in the adaptive threshold the same filter scans which regions on the image are lighter and which ones are darker, assigning a specific threshold value for each of them. Applying the adaptive threshold, this tool reduces the need of having the same light in all the regions of the squared marker, and also makes the algorithm understands which are the requirements in different light conditions from the environment.   Figure 33: Normal image (left) and image with threshold filter (right)  There are several filters to be applied before the detection. According to the needs of the tool, the user can add another filters in the same point.  After the filters are applied, the program detects all the corners of the markers that appear in the current frame. This step represents a critical point in the program, if a single corner is not well de-tected, it may cause errors while extrapolating the results into real coordinates. Hence, in this part the corners results are validated. According to the size of the markers and with the camera calibration parameters, the algorithm understands if the corners are related with the real distance or not. If the program detects a wrong distance between the different corners, considers the detected object not a marker. This process helps the algorithm discarding the similar objects and the detection errors. This 
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process also increases the accuracy of the threshold filter, giving the filter feedback about the results with a specific configuration. After the marker is validated as an existing marker, the tool continues with the pose estimation. The already detected positions of the corners are represented in the image coordinate system. The posi-tions are given with the number of the pixel where the corner is located. The real coordinates must be extracted from this pixel coordinates. With the camera calibration parameters, the algorithm can con-vert the pixel coordinates into camera coordinates. The software extracts the translation and the rota-tion vectors of the markers, the coordinate position and the orientation in each frame.  Some functions are predefined to extract the position of the camera relative from the marker. For this project, the position of the marker relative to the camera is the wanted value. This process consist of transforming the coordinates into the real world coordinates, in this project these coordinates are the same as the motorbike coordinate system. After changing the coordinate system, the next stage is to extract the positions and orientations in an external file to analyse the results and to draw conclusions. The data is in different formats, because each functions requires a specific format to work. Hence the tool processes the results to save only the specific relevant data, and to get the results in an easy to evaluate format. More than one marker can be tracked at the same time, hence a well organised output file is necessary to extract conclusions from the final file. Once the data is well collected, the algorithm displays the video with some collected features, such as the borders of the detected markers, the centres, the axes and finally the position and rotations of each marker. This allows the user to have an immediate idea about if the program is working well or not. And allows the user to extract information without working with a data file, only watching the screen and comparing with the real position in the video.  Figure 34: Detected marker with coordinates     
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3.4.4 Test and data analysis Once the tool is developed it is time to proof its accuracy and efficiency. It is known the general accuracy of the ArUco markers, there are several studies evaluating the error while tracking this type of markers in different conditions, such as those in the project of Rodrigo, S.40.  Some of the studied tests in those sources are proved under different light conditions, from a range of different distances or simply increasing the number of markers. This project is not focused on studying the accuracy of these markers, but a series of tests are devel-oped to contrast the founded information and to evaluate the accuracy of the developed tool.  Due to the specific conditions in this project, different tests are developed to determine the ranges where the tool can work and its accuracy. Also the computation efficiency is evaluated for each code of the tool. In this case, it only depends on the computational power of the used device, but an ap-proach with the used computer is given. Every camera is tested with two different resolutions. In both cases, for the Kodak and the Sony, a first test with the highest resolution is done. In both cases, the highest resolution is 4k, and the second one in a lower resolution.  Table 2: Camera configurations  Video size Angle of view FPS Pixpro 4k 4K 3840x2160 16:9   235º 30p Pixpro MP4 MP4 2048x2048  - 30p Sony 4k 4k 3840x2160 “wide” ( =  ) 60p Sony MP4 MP4 1920x1080 “Medium” ( =  ) 60p  From now on, the names of the different tests, are named as Pixpro 4K, Sony 4k for the highest resolutions and Pixpro mp4 and Sony mp4 for the lowers ones. 3.4.4.1 Translation test  The application of the markers in this project is focused in evaluating the pose of the rider, due to the position of the cameras in the motorbike the distances are limited in a specific range. This range limits the positions in the image where the markers can be detected. In this test, the positions for each axis is evaluated.                                                   40 Gonçalves, L. M.; Vision, W. o.: WVC 2017 (2017). 
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 Figure 35: Translation tests movements  The longitudinal distance from the cameras to the rider vary between 40 - 80 cm. This distance is represented in the motorbike coordinate system in the Z longitudinal axis, due to it, the tests for these axes do not consider distances outside this range. For the other tests, the same distances ranges tested. Both X and Y axis are tested from a distance of 60 cm, this distance represents the middle point of the range where the cameras might work.  Table 3: Translation tests  Range Description Axis  X  -20 cm – 20 cm  Intervals of 5 cm Axis  Y -20 cm – 20 cm  Intervals of 5 cm Axis  Z 40 cm – 80 cm Intervals of 5 cm.  The measurement tool to set the distances before placing the markers have a specific accuracy. Un-derstanding which accuracy requirements are needed for each case can help the project avoiding some high precision tests that may not be necessary. In this case the measuring tool has a precision of ± ,  mm in the measurements.  3.4.4.2 Rotation test The rotational position of the marker helps to understand how the marker is rotating from its last position. In this case there is a physical barrier. When the marker reaches a certain angle, the camera is not able to see, and thus to detect or to track. The rotational tests in this project are focused in finding the accuracy in a specific range of angles, but also searches for the maximum angle that can be detected with each configuration and for every camera. In the specified range, the marker is moved by 5º every time in a total range of 45º.   
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 Table 4: Rotation tests  Range Description Roll (x Axis) 180º- 135º Intervals of 5 º  Pitch (y axis) 0º - 45º Intervals of 5 º  Yaw (z axis) 0º - 45º Intervals of 5 º  For these tests a digital protractor is used to measure the angles more dynamically. This tool has an accuracy of  ± ,  º.   Figure 36: Rotation test movements 3.4.4.3 Test on the motorbike In this part, evaluating the accuracy of the detection is difficult due to variable positions of the rider. However this test tries to determine if all the modifications on the motorbike in addition with the configurations of the camera are able to capture all the moves of the rider. In another hand, evaluating if the selected option to stick the markers in the jacket of the rider are a good solution. Evaluating the accuracy of the tool with this test is highly difficult due to the lack of a reference point. Thus, the markers placed in the rider jacket must have a specific relation between them. With all the markers related between them, the results can be contrasted comparing them with the set positions between the markers.  Finally once the tool computes the results of the ride, the coordinates of each marker are represented in a graphic. Comparing the real recordings with the graphics, evaluating if it shows properly the position of the markers. 
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 Figure 37: Rider with ArUco markers 3.4.4.4 Processing time estimation The computation time estimation depends on the used computer, however an estimation for each of the parts of the tool is given to have a reference point about which computational power is required, and also how much time requires the tool to process all the recordings.  In order to develop this test, some options of the tool will be dispensed with, such as reproducing the video to see how the markers are retreated. However, being the fastest option, it will be tested with the highest resolution video, thus the information about the worst case within the fastest code is founded.   
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4. Results In this chapter, the results from the tests are evaluated in order to extract conclusions. The results seem favorable at first sight, but to be able to evaluate them correctly they will be represented in different ways.  First, the values extracted by the camera  will be plotted against the measured values 𝑎 , which are expected to be detected. Both for the translation results and the rotation results are represented in the same axis to compare them easily. In some cases, the difference between cannot be appreciated, hence the region with more differences between them is plotted to evaluate which one is better for each test. To have a better vision about the differences between the expected and meas-ured results, these will be represented in a graph showing the differences in each point from which it has been taken. A polynomial approximation for the differences, in front of the distance or rotation, is also given.  This approach allows to have a vision of the trend of these values in each point, and also avoid some points that are not representatives for the results. For both rotational and translation cases, the maximal difference is given in addition to the average of all the differences, to compare between every camera configuration.  In the rotation cases, at some point, the camera cannot detect the marker. This is the limit point for the camera to detect the markers in the rotational axis, and is given as well in the next tables. 

 Translation tests:  Figure 38: Results in the X axis  In the figure 38 it is shown the comparison between the expected values in the X axis for all the camera configurations. All the values for all the configurations are very close to the real ones. The 
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differences increase when the distance from the centre also does. Hence, the region with the highest values is evaluated again.  Figure 39: Maximal difference region for X axis results  The figure 39 shows that for the Pixpro camera, the results in higher resolutions are better, while for the Sony camera both results are similarly accurate. However the differences are not too much to consider all the configurations proper to estimate the pose of the rider in this axis.  Figure 40: Results in the Z axis 
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In the figure 40 can be seen that the camera which captures better the position along the Z axis is the Pixpro. However, it happens the same as in the previous picture, for every camera configuration the results are accurate enough. As in the previous case,  𝑎  belongs to the expected results, the meas-ured positions where the marker is placed, and   refers to the values extracted with the tool.  The differences between them are positively accurate.  The results from the Y axis is not show in this chapter due to its similarity with the X axis. However, the graph from the Y axis is attached in the annexes chapter. Furthermore, the most representatives values from the data obtain in the Y axis test is shown numerical in a table with the rest of results.   Figure 41: Differences between 𝑎  and  for the Pixpro 4k configuration  The figure 41 shows more clearly how the measurement from  loses accuracy as it moves away from the centre. A polynomial approximation is represented to understand better how the error evolves between the expected measurement and the obtained one. The expression of this function is given in the translation results table in the following pages. This function represents the trend of the difference between   and  𝑎 , smoothing the trend caused by some points whose value is outside the expected error. 
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 Figure 42: Differences between 𝑎  and  in the Sony 4k configuration  In the previous figure, it is shown the trend of the difference between the real position of the marker 𝑎  and the detected from the camera . In the Z axis is shown clearly the tendency to increase the error as the marker moves far away from the camera. However in the worst cases the maximal differ-ence is not greater than 2 cm.  Table 5: Translation results  Axes Max. Diff. (cm) | 𝑎 − | Average Diff. (cm) Polynomial Approximation of Diff 𝑖 = + +  Pixpro 4k X   0,45 0,18 𝑖 = , + , + ,   Y  0,42 0,23 𝑖 = , − , + ,   Z 0,95 0,77 𝑖 = − , + ,  Pixpro MP4 X 0,82 0,40 𝑖 = , + , + ,   Y 0,72 0,31 𝑖 = , + , + ,   Z 1,17 0,92 𝑖 = − , + , − ,  Sony 4k X   0,15 0,07 𝑖 = − . + , + ,   Y  0,22 0,14 𝑖 = − , + ,   Z 1,99 1,69 𝑖 = − , + , + ,  
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Sony MP4 X   0,24 0,11 𝑖 = − , + ,   Y  0,25 0,09 𝑖 = , − . + ,   Z 1,16 0,73 𝑖 = , − , + ,   In the previous table some values from the tests are given. The maximal values of error are greater for lower resolutions, it means using a better resolution a better accuracy is obtained. This fact is also proved by the average difference. Between the two cameras, the Pixpro is more accurate along the Z axis, while the Sony is more accurate in X and Y axes. However, both cameras need to be used at the same time, hence having a similar accuracy will make the future usages more trustful. In terms of translational precision, none of the precisions of the different configurations is imprecise enough to be discarded.  

 Rotational tests:  Figure 43: 𝑅  , results  As in the translation graphics, the results for the 𝑅  , 𝑖 ℎ   and   from the camera detection, are represented in front of the expected values 𝑅 𝑎 , 𝑖 ℎ 𝑎  and 𝑎  . In the figure the 𝑅  results from all the configurations is shown. In this case, the lower resolutions are noticeably more imprecise than the higher resolutions. As in the translations results, the 𝑖 ℎ graphs is similar to the 𝑅  one due to the similar movement. Hence the graphic is attached only in the annexes. 
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 Figure 44: Yaw Results  The  reveal for this rotation, a similarity between the higher resolution between the higher and lower resolutions. However, for all the configurations, the  rotation values are precise enough to satisfy the purpose of this poject.  Figure 45: Pitch difference in the Pixpro 4k configuration  As in the previous graphics, the difference | 𝑖 ℎ 𝑎 − 𝑖 ℎ | is approximated in a polynomial function to understand better the trend of the error. In this case, the evolution of the difference do not give much information about tendency of the measures. However, the greatest difference in the worst case is around 6 degrees, a value that is acceptable for the purpose of this tool.  
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 Figure 46: Yaw differences in the Pixpro 4k configuration  In the  difference representation is shown the tendency of the measurement system to increase the error as the marker moves away from the origin point.  However the difference is never higher than 3º, hence in this axis and with this configuration, the tool is precise enough. Table 6: Rotational results  Axes Max. Diff. (cm) | 𝑎 − | Average Diff. (º) Polynomial Approximation of Diff 𝑖 = + +  Limit value (º) Pixpro 4k X  (Roll) 6,19 1,77 𝑖 = , − , + ,  100,44  Y (Pitch) 2,02 0,99 𝑖 = − , + , + ,  71,57  Z (Yaw) 2,93 1,42 𝑖 = , + , + ,  - Pixpro MP4 X  (Roll) 13,33 12,08 𝑖 = , + ,  112,43  Y (Pitch) 2,31 1,43 𝑖 = − , + , + ,  68,54  Z (Yaw) 3,45 1,74 𝑖 = , − , + ,  - Sony 4k X  (Roll) 4,92 3,64 𝑖 = − , + , − ,  110,94  Y (Pitch) 1,53 1,03 𝑖 = − , + , + ,  70,39  Z (Yaw) 2,11 1,08 𝑖 = , − , + ,  - Sony MP4 X  (Roll) 7,44 8,08 𝑖 = − , + , − ,  106,38  Y (Pitch) 3,57 1,39 𝑖 = − , − . + ,  74,1  Z (Yaw) 3,4 2,64 𝑖 = , − , + ,  -  
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In the tables, the most significant values about the rotational tests are given. The values for the higher resolutions is more precise than for the lowers. Due to de capability of creating more clear images, the markers can be detected better for these configurations. For the highest resolutions, the values of the average difference and the maximum difference are precise enough to evaluate properly the rota-tion of the markers. Furthermore, the limit angle that each configuration can detect are also favorable to the highest resolutions.  4.1 Test on the motorbike Once the markers are tested on the motorbike, the position can be extracted taking into account the accuracy calculated in the previous chapter. Due to the size of the markers, in some occasions the camera is not able to detect them. Also because the markers are not in a totally plane surface, they fold, being undetectable for the tool.   Figure 47: Pose estimation on the motorbike, rear view  In this case, it is shown the positions of the markers, in this situation, there are two markers that cannot be detected due to the position and also because of the size of the marker.  Figure 48: Pose estimation on the motorbike, front view 
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In the figure 48 is shown how the three markers at the same time are perfectly detected and their positions.  4.2 Processing time estimation The different stages of the tool present the processing times shown in the table 7. Not all the stages use the same video, thus the processing time per every minute in the input video is calculated. How-ever in all the stages the videos are recorded in the Pixpro 4k configuration. Table 7: Processing time of the different stages   Time of the input video (min:sec) Processing time (min) Processing time (min)  / input min Processing time (sec) / frame MP4 to .avi 2:02 17:03 8:38 0,288 Calibration 1:00  2:12 2:12 0,073 Undistortion 3:29 28:05 8:40 0,289 Detection and tracking 2:02 26:19 13:34 0,452 Total - 73:39 - -  The total amount of time required by the tool to do the whole process is reasonable. Using a faster computer this processing times could be easily decreased.   
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5. Conclusions Before the start of this thesis, the project of the Technische Universität Darmstadt was not able to track the position of the rider. The tracking suit was not giving accurate results and the other options were not evaluated yet. Besides the several data provided by the different sensors installed in the motorbike, the pose and orientation of the rider was unknown. Hence this project was not able to relate the results from the state of the motorbike, the surrounding views and the pose of the rider. The main goal of this thesis was then to provide a technology to track the pose of the rider. A review of the latest technologies about image processing was done, providing a base of knowledge for future possible variation in the tool. Due to the fact, that the installed cameras are equipped with fisheye lenses, their images distortions had to be removed to get straight lines, necessary for computer vision algorithms. Therefore an in-trinsic calibration was needed, resulting in an easy-to-use camera calibration script. This script is based on the OpenCV intrinsic camera calibration. Only for each camera, one recording of images showing a calibration pattern is required to gain precise intrinsic camera parameters.  Using the new calculated intrinsic parameters, the distortions of the original fisheye cameras were removed, undistorting each frame of the recordings.  Based on the ArUco markers technology, the position and location of the fiducial markers were ver-ified through measurements made by hand. This markers where attached to the body of the rider, to prove the viability of this tool for the main purpose of the project.  Overall, the final outcome of this thesis is a promising base for further works, using the installed fisheye camera system with the ArUco based tracking system. This work can be seen as a starting point on top of which most diverse simple computer vision tracking algorithms, with a remarkable accuracy that for sure can be improved with development.     
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6. Future works After analyzing the results and taking into account every conclusion, this chapter introduces the future works that this project allows to do and some aspects to develop. About the technologies, it would be interesting to be able to contrast the results with the results that could be extracted from other technologies such as convolution pose estimation network. Due to the high demands in terms of hardware, it has not been possible to prove in this project, but it would be a method to take into account, due to no marker being needed. In this project the size of the marker is not changed in the different tests. With the considered ranges of detection, a reasonable size should be properly detected in any case, and the goal of this project is not to test the accuracy in every single variant in the markers objects. However, decreasing the size of the detected objects can help the markers adapt better to the rider's jacket or even to better adapt to all the possible heights of the riders and tracking more points from the position at the same time. These upgrades are not difficult to test, changing the marker size in the code allows the algorithm to detect this size of markers. Hence, printing markers with different sizes and changing the size speci-fications in the code may allow to test it easily. In this project, has been noticed that with de current size of 10 cm, the markers are too big to track several points. Hence for further usages, printing the markers in a smaller size would help to estimate the pose of more points. Furthermore, with this size, the marker does not adapt properly to the size of the body, hence it folds in some parts and cannot be properly detected in some cases.  Another aspect that could be improved is the light influence on the markers. This project has not taken into account the effect of light on the markers, mostly due to the time it takes to test all possible light scenarios. Hence several tests under different light conditions must be developed, either inside with artificial light or outside with natural light. In another hand, the tool has a filter that adapts the light of each region depending on the contrast with its neighbors. This means that the algorithm should not have any problem to detect the markers under different light conditions, but to make sure this theory, it must be tested.  There are several filters to be applied. Some of them have been applied in this project, but surely there are some others that could help increasing the precision of the tool. The set of tests that have been carried out to determine the accuracy of the algorithm can be completed for a more extensive range of positions and angles. With this, the tool would have information about the precisions in each point, and could estimate in a more efficient way the error that it commits in each case. About the code, a loop closure update could increase the precision of the detections. This type of algorithm compare the current position with already detected poses, verifying the current positions with the coordinates acquired in the previous ones.  The different parts of the tool are separated in different scripts, this takes time for the user to set the parameters for each part of the tool. Each part of the tool does not take a long time to compute the 
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data, however combining the undistortion and the tracking part could make the process faster. The process of analyzing the data also needs some time for the user. A pre-treatment of the output coor-dinates data may help analyzing the results. Another point to consider for future works is the data fusion of the markers from both sides of the rider. To give an accurate position of the considered part, placing the marker in the surface of the body of the rider does not give an accurate position of the selected part. A good optimization for this project could be fusing the data from both sides to find the intermediate point, which would represent better the position of the part.  The process of analyzing the data needs some time for the user. A pre-treatment of the output coor-dinates data may help analyzing the results.   
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Appendixes Pose estimation diagram: 

 Figure 49: Pose estimation diagram 
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Translation tests:  Figure 50: Y axis results   Figure 51: Y axis results in detail 
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 Figure 52: Pixpro mp4 X axis differences results   Figure 53: Sony 4k X axis differences results 
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 Figure 54: Sony mp4 X axis differences results   Figure 55: Pixpro mp4 Y axis differences results 
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  Figure 56: Sony 4k Y axis differences results   Figure 57: Sony mp4 Y axis differences results 
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  Figure 58: Pixpro 4k Z axis differences results  Figure 59: Pixpro mp4 Z axis differences results 
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 Figure 60: Sony mp4 Z axis differences results  Rotational tests:  Figure 61: Pitch results 
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